You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for AEG-ELECTROLUX
EDH97961W. You'll find the answers to all your questions on the AEG-ELECTROLUX EDH97961W in the user manual
(information, specifications, safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
User manual AEG-ELECTROLUX EDH97961W
User guide AEG-ELECTROLUX EDH97961W
Operating instructions AEG-ELECTROLUX EDH97961W
Instructions for use AEG-ELECTROLUX EDH97961W
Instruction manual AEG-ELECTROLUX EDH97961W
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Manual abstract:
Important safety information Environment Installation Product description Control panel Before first use Programme chart 54 56 56 59 59 60 60 Daily use
Drying rack Care and cleaning What to do if . Subject to change without notice In the interest of your safety and to ensure the correct use, before installing
and first using the appliance, read this user manual carefully, including its hints and warnings. To avoid unnecessary mistakes and accidents, it is important
to ensure that all people using the appliance are thoroughly familiar with its operation and safety features. Save these instructions and make sure that they
remain with the appliance if it is moved or sold, so that everyone using it through its life will be properly informed on appliance use and safety. - Please read
the instruction book before using this appliance. general safety Â· It is dangerous to alter the specifications or attempt to modify this product in any way. â·
This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including children) with reduced physical and sensory conditions or lack of experience and knowledge,
unless they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for their safety. â· Make sure that small
children and pets do not climb inside the drum. To avoid this, please check into the drum before using. â· Any objects such as coins, safety pins, nails, screws,
stones or any other hard, sharp material can cause extensive damÂ· â· Age and must not be placed into the machine.
In order to avoid danger of fires caused by excessive drying, do not use appliance to dry the following items: Cushions, quilts etc. (these items accumulate
heat). Items such as foam rubber (latex foam), shower caps, waterproof textiles, rubber backed articles and clothes or pillows fitted with foam rubber pads
should not be dried in the tumble dryer. Always unplug the appliance after use, cleaning and maintenance. @@@@ contact your local Service Centre.
Always insist on genuine spare parts. @@@@As these substances are volatile, they could cause an explosion. Only tumble dry items washed with water. Risk
of fire: items that have been spotted or soaked with vegetable or cooking oil constitute a fire hazard and should not be placed in the tumble dryer. If you have
washed your laundry with stain remover you must execute an extra rinse cycle before loading your tumble dryer.
â· Please make sure that no gas lighters or matches have accidentally been left in pockets of garments incase they are loaded into appliance Warning!
@@@@Do not spray down the appliance with jets of water. @@ â· The tumble dryer is not to be used if industrial chemicals have been used for cleaning. â·
Ensure you have good ventilation in the installation room to avoid the back flow of gases into the room from appliances burning other fuels, including open
fires. Care should be taken when moving it. â· When unpacking the appliance, check that it is not damaged. If in doubt, do not use it and contact the Service
Centre. â· All packaging must be removed before use. Serious damage can occur to the product and to property if this is not adhered to. Any electrical work
required to install this appliance should be carried out by a qualified electrician or competent person. â· If the machine is situated on a carpeted floor, please
adjust the feet in order to allow air to circulate freely under the appliance.
â· After having installed the appliance, check that it is not pressing or standing on its electrical supply cable. It must not be used for purposes other than those
for which it was designed. @@Follow the instructions on each garment label. Clothes which are dripping wet should not be placed in the dryer.
@@@@@@@@@@@@(Only dryers equipped with internal drum light) Child safety Â· This machine is not intended for use by young children or infirm
persons without supervision. â· Children often do not recognise the hazards associated with electrical appliances. Children should be supervised to ensure
that they do not play with the appliance. Plastic film, polystyrene) can be dangerous to children - Keep them out of children's reach. Keep all detergents in a
safe place out of children's reach. â· Make sure that children or pets do not climb inside the drum.
The symbol on the product or on its packaging indicates that this product may not be treated as household waste. Instead it should be taken to the appropriate
collection point for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment. By ensuring this product is disposed of correctly, you will help prevent potential
negative consequences for the environment and human health, which could otherwise be caused by inappropriate waste handling of this product.
@@@@@@The refrigerant circuit in the heat pump must not be damaged. warning! @@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@If it is not, raise or lower the
feet until it is.
â· The feet must never be removed. @@@@Otherwise the compressor could be damaged. Would interfere with the operation of the appliance.
@@@@@@@@ removing transport safety packaging Caution! Before use all parts of the transport packaging must be removed. Pull off adhesive strips
from inside machine on top of drum.
@@The inside of the drum must be clean. Lift slightly rack and take it carefully out from the drum. Comply with the above safety precautions. @@ warning!
The plug must be accessible after installing the machine. @@The engineer will carry out the door reversal at your cost. @@ the washing machine is at the
bottom and the dryer is at the top. Read carefully the instructions supplied with the kit. Available from your Service Force Centre or your specialist dealer Â·
draining kit Installation kit for direct draining of the condensed water into a basin , siphon , gully , etc. The water reservoir then no longer has to be drained,
it must however remain in its intended position in the machine. Fixed hose has to be on the suitable height from minimum of 50 cm to maximum of 1 m from
floor level and cannot be looped.
if possible shorten the draining hose. Read carefully the instructions supplied with the kit. Available from your Service Force Centre or your specialist dealer
Â· Pedestal with the drawer To situate the dryer at the optimal height and have some additional space to store (e. @@@@@@) there could be a slightly
higher sound level. To dry thin fabrics which are not ironed, e. g. @@To dry thin fabrics which are also to be ironed, e. To dry cotton and synthetic fabrics,
uses low temperature. To dry laundry with the time set by the user. To dry easy care cloths such as shirts and blouses.
after this programme the cloths iron easiest. @@@@Application/properties To dry the cloths made of wool. @@To ensure that the dryer works perfectly, the
fluff filters (fine filters and fluff filters) must be cleaned after each drying cycle.
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caution! Never operate the dryer without fluff filters or with damaged or blocked fluff filters. Cleaning the door seal Clean the door seal with a moist cloth
immediately after the drying cycle is completed.
The condensed water is not suitable for drinking or for preparing foodstuffs. if the programme has been interrupted as a result of the water reservoir being
full: Press the Start/Pause button to continue the drying cycle. Cleaning heat exchanger filter The heat exchanger fluff filters in the base of the appliance must
be cleaned, i. Both filters are located in the appliance base. @@Do not operate the tumble dryer without the fluff filters.
A dirty heat pump can only be cleaned up with a costly process. @@When doing this, please use rubber gloves (picture 7). Do not use abrasive materials to
clean the drum. @@The minerals from the water or cleaning agents can collect on the inner surface of the drum. This cause that the laundry is not sufficient
dry. Do not use furniture cleaners or aggressive cleaning agents to clean the appliance. Use a damp cloth to wipe down the operating screen and housing. 5)
No drum light Abnormally elapsing time on the LCD5) Programme inactive Drying cycle to short Drying cycle to long 6) Attempt to change parameters after
start of the programme. Turn the dryer off and on. set requested parameters.
Turn it to DRUM LIGHT (if available) or to any programme. Replace light bulb (see next section). Automatic process; this is not a machine fault. empty water
reservoir3) , press START PAUSE button. Select time programme or higher drying level (e. Lower the room temperature if possible. E51 - only dryers with
the LCD): Switch the dryer off and on. 2) follow program recommendation - see Programme overview chapter 3) see Care and cleaning chapter 4) see
Machine settings chapter 5) only dryers with the LCD 6) Note: After around 5 hours the drying cycle ends automatically (see Drying cycle complete section).
Changing the bulb for interior lighting Only use a special bulb which is designed specially for dryers. The special bulb can be obtained from your local
service centre.
important! When the appliance is switched on, the interior lighting switches itself off after 4 minutes when the door is open. These develop too much heat and
may damage the appliance! Before replacing the bulb, disconnect the mains plug; with a permanent connection: fully unscrew or deactivate the fuse. Unscrew
cover above the bulb (this can be found directly behind the loading aperture, at the top; refer to "Description of machine" section. Screw cover back down.
@@@@ warni.
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